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Released 6/16/2016 About Platinum Hide IP v3.5.8.8: Platinum Hide IP is a security tool which provides you with a way to
conceal your IP address to websites and other online applications. It does this by giving it the look of a website that is actually
hosted on a server in your country, which has no relation to your computer. Platinum Hide IP has the ability to cloak your IP
address as well as mask your physical location through it's proxy server. It can also provide you with an extra layer of anonymity
to reduce the risk of your identity being discovered by other people in the areas that you go. Features of Platinum Hide IP: 1.
Cloak Your Computer's Location - Cloaking your IP address gives you the protection and anonymity to reduce the risk of your
identity being discovered. 2. Cloak Your Computer's IP - Privacy is compromised by exposing your computers physical address
which can lead to identity theft and harm your online experience. Platinum Hide IP is the perfect solution for this. 3. Add An
Extra Layer of Anonymity - Platinum Hide IP can add an extra layer of anonymity, even on popular networking applications, to
help you reduce your risk of identity exposure. 4. Hiding Information - Platinum Hide IP has the ability to conceal your IP
address, location, and browsing information while still allowing you to browse the Internet. 5. Optional Proxy - You can choose
to enable or disable a proxy server. If the server is enabled, your network traffic will be routed through the proxy server. If you
want to use multiple proxies at the same time, you can choose the proxy server manually. Installation & Setup: [Learn More...]
System Requirements: [image] What's New: [image] Get Involved: [image] Buy Platinum Hide IP V3.5.8.8: [image] Support /
Contact: [image] Credits: [image] Testimonials: [image] Disclaimer: [image] About: [image] Related Software: NOTE: The free
version does not allow you to use proxies, but is a great option for online anonymity. 82157476af
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